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1. Summary  

     NCRYPTO.IO is a tool used to simplify and economically optimize interactions between 

businesses and individuals, rather than offer another way of crowdfunding or running so-called 

ICO (Initial Coin Offering). NCRYPTO.IO is being presented a mass-market product that can 

simplify the engagement of massive numbers of users into capabilities that the Cryptoeconomy 

gives. 

Users of the platform get a convenient instrument (Web/IOS/Android applications): 

 

-to deposit funds including fiat (USD/EURO) 

-to work with different currencies 

-to exchange at an integrated exchange  

-to withdraw to his/her card or bank account  

-to issue his/her own token or asset  

-to define and set its own logic of crowdfunding  

-to get an integrated customizing payment model to interact with crowdinvestors  

 

All of these in just one platform.  

 

The platform has its own multicurrency exchange. It avoids the need for double / triple conversion 

and exchanges one crypto currency for another or for fiat, using, for example, a dollar account. In 

this case, the network itself will select the optimal exchange rate.  

A special feature of the platform is the availability of a separate module for the initial offering of 

tokens on the exchange for a more visual and simple "crowdsale". The business logic of the token, 

or the rules of the "crowdsale", is formed by simply selecting the limiting conditions. 

The additional block-the token prospectus-makes it easy to integrate; the created token, the rules 

of carrying out "crowdsale" with the project's web page, and serves as a gateway for investors to 

carry out payments in both crypto and fiat currencies. 

NCRYPTO.IO platform, and its legal body NCRYPTO Networks OU, operates in a 100% 

legitimate framework, letting its users issue crypto assets and make crowdfunding their projects in 

the same way. NCRYPTO.IO platform insures that all operations of fiat transfer are done through 

KYC procedures (know your client) according to the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing 

Prevention Act (MLTFPA) § 70 Estonian FIU. 

In the same way, those projects that are in full compliance with all of the regulatory legal 

framework of Estonia are marked as “Legally Complied”, (crypto assets and the token 

crowdfunding prospectus) thus letting their contributors know about these projects` legal status.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ncrypto.io/
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2. The addressable market 

2.1. The new Cryptoeconomy  

Blockchain is a relatively new technology  – the distributed ledgers industry originated from an 

unknown person or group of people under the name Satoshi Nakamoto, who released open-

source software  in 2009. In just 10 years the market capitalization of all cryptocurrencies grew 

from 1 billion USD, at the beginning of 2013, to 830 billion USD by the end of 2017. 

 

Some crypto currencies have demonstrated an amazing growth up to 550 times in 27 months and 

peaking at even higher 700x in the end of 2018. 

 

 

http://www.ncrypto.io/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satoshi_Nakamoto
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-source_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-source_software
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And the market grew in spite of some regulatory limitations and negative news. The industry 

demonstrates resistance and stable growth: 

 July 25th 2017. US Securities and Exchange Commission warning that the offering and sale of 

digital tokens "are subject to the requirements of the federal securities law & July 25th BTC-e of 

bitcoin's largest exchanges offline and its alleged CEO arrest  - total capitalization fell from $96 

to 86 billion 

 Sep 4th 2017.  China bans ICOs &  Sep 10th – First reports of Chinese ban on crypto trading  - 

total capitalization fell from $165 to 134 billion 

 13 Oct 2017. JPMorgan CEO Jamie Dimon called the Bitcoin currency a fraud - total 

capitalization fell from $175 to 171 billion 

We strongly believe that the basis of this growth is a technological breakthrough that would 

change the economic landscape in the same way as the internet in the 1990s. Cryptoeconomy is a 

reality that is changing the economic landscape right now, and in a much faster way than many 

people may imagine. From the other side it is still an “emerging technology” and we are in the 

“early adopters” stage.

 

From a market growth perspective, we can compare with the 2000 dotcom phenomenon. The 

new technology that was primarily adopted in North-American, and yet, reached $3–5 trillion in 

size 18 years ago. Cryptocurrencies are a global phenomenon, and yet, are currently only worth 

$520 billion — meaning that we are only in the early stages of this technological revolution. 

2.2. Crowdfunding  

 

One of the attributes of the new Cryptoeconomy is so called ICO (Initial Coin offering) as a crypto 

alternative to IPO (Initial Public Offering). The first one is the relatively simple and fast way to 

manage relationships between a crowdfunder and a crowdinvestor for any type of projects, 

businesses, start-ups, ideas, etc. spurring hundreds of projects, many of which were clearly “scum” 

ones. But despite that fact, the number of those who wanted to run ICOs, and those who wanted 

to invest in order to get a “multiplication” for their investments grew unstoppably.  

http://www.ncrypto.io/
https://twitter.com/btcecom/status/889809088208568322
http://articles.latimes.com/2006/jul/16/business/fi-overheat16
http://articles.latimes.com/2006/jul/16/business/fi-overheat16
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2016

2017

2018 (the 1st quarter)

 

We strongly believe that there is no sufficient legal or technological power to seriously limit this 

process. The reason – “direct crowdfunding” is what people want. The blockchain gives them 

technology to raise and invest directly, avoiding all intermediaries/regulators and other” 

facilitators” that add complications and expenses which often do not add any value. 

 

http://www.ncrypto.io/
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3. Problems of the existing solutions  

3.1 Crowdfunding platforms  

Crowdfunding isn't exactly a new idea. The first successful example of crowdfunding happened in 

1997, when a British rock band took online donations to pay for a tour. By 2009, crowdfunding 

had gone more mainstream, raising more than $530 million, and it has grown at an impressive rate 

ever since. 

Talking about traditional crowdfunding platforms such as Kickstarter and Indiegogo. Firstly, in 

general they do not accept projects from countries where they have no presence. Secondly, they 

charge high commissions (10-20%). Thirdly, the larger crowd-funding platforms became all about 

big companies with strong marketing, rather than about creators with bright ideas but no marketing 

budget. Fourthly, and probably most importantly, is the fact that contributors or investors in the 

main might benefit from yearly discounted usage of new products or services. Contributors cannot 

transfer or resell their rights to use the products or services to a third party, thus getting a financial 

reward for their early investments. 

3.1 Initial Coin Offering platforms and tools 

Blockchain technology has developed a new way of managing relationships between 

crowedfounder and crowedinvestor by means of crypto assets issue (tokens, coins) that may be 

kept, sent or even trade decentralized. The convenience and relative simplicity, compared to the 

“brick & mortar” approach, have spurred hundreds of ICOs that have already demonstrated their 

ability to collect funds in impressive amounts of hundreds of millions of dollars. 

Currently there is a significant number of tools for conducting and participating in the sale of 

tokens. In general, we can segment them into two large groups: blockchains/platforms and 

marketing/technical add-ons or facilitators.  

The most popular ICO platform is the Ethereum blockchain. Ethereum offers «smart contract» 

facilities that effectively allow token issuers to program the behavior of their tokens into the 

blockchain. One technical specification, ERC20, has become a de facto standard for Ethereum 

ICOs. ERC20 tokens can take advantage of Ethereum’s Turing - complete, smart, contracting 

language, which technically enables them to program anything they wish into their token 

Other platforms include Stellar, Omni, Waves, Counterparty, Bitshares, and RSK. Many ICOs, 

such as Tezos, also launch tokens from their own native blockchains. 

The general shortcomings of these platforms are their overall technical complications. We can say 

that these platforms/blockchains are made by technical geeks for other technical geeks. The 

Turing-completeness of Ethereum gives unlimited capabilities for programming smart-contract 

but only a few need such diversity. The negative side is the fact that in order to run a simple 

crowdfunding in the Ethereum network, an ERC20 expert has to be enrolled or outsourced to code 

and upload it. All of this is expensive, time consuming and complicated. This caused the 

emergence of numerous add-ons: technical, marketing, legal experts and consultants that “know-

how” to properly run ICOs. There are dozens, if not hundreds, of such facilitators, including some 

“automation” platforms that go so far as to help with landing pages and perform some escrow 

functions (KickICO, Starbase, ICObox, etc.). The price tag of some ICO experts can easily exceed 

40 BTC for a “basic package of technology and legal solutions, business and marketing 

consulting”. 

http://www.ncrypto.io/
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/crowdfunding.asp
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It should be noted that some blockchain platforms have built-in instruments for issuing tokens that 

are much easier to manage compared to Ethereum. However, they still require some expertise and 

time to integrate with a landing page of a project and to manage contributors’ investments. Another 

drawback is the lack of crowdsale smart-contracts that insure transparency in carrying out 

crowdsales and the releases of tokens.  
 

Generalizing the above, we can say that in spite of the growing number of crowdfunding projects 

and amounts raised, the growing number of blockchain platforms and marketing/technical add-ons 

or facilitators, there are no simple and non-expensive “plug-in” solutions that let businesses or 

individuals with limited budgets and expertise properly run crowdfunding processes. On the other 

hand, the complexity and high costs of the crowdfunding process limit the new crowdfunding 

technology adoption, thus limiting Cryptoeconomy growth.  

4. Crypto assets network & platform – NCRYPTO.IO 

What is NCRYPTO.IO platform? NCRYPTO.IO`s main goal is to simplify the engagement of 

small & medium businesses, private entrepreneurs, freelancers, self-employed and other 

individuals into the new Cryptoeconomy.   

Users of the platform get a convenient instrument (Web/IOS/Android applications): 

 

to deposit funds including fiat (USD/EURO) 

to keep multicurrency funds 

to exchange at an integrated exchange  

to withdraw to his/her card or bank account  

to issue his/her own token or asset  

to define and set its own logic of crowdfunding  

to get an integrated customizing payment model to interact with crowedinvestors  

 

All of these in just one platform.  
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4.1 Technical overview  

 

A decentralized network consists of peers that can run independently of each other. The power to 

transmit information is distributed among a network of servers, instead of being driven from one 

primary source. The NCRYPTO network does not depend on any single entity. The idea is to have 

as many independent servers participate in the NCRYPTO network as possible, so that the network 

will still run successfully even if some servers fail. 

 

When performing money transfers or currency exchange transactions, all transactions are recorded 

in a single ledger, but distributed on all computers of the network (the so-called ledger). The server 

initiating a transaction, in an arbitrary order, decides which nodes to entrust confirmation of a 

package of transactions or smart contracts. 

 

The platform has its own multicurrency exchange. It avoids the need for double / triple conversion 

and exchanges one crypto currency for another or for fiat, using, for example, a dollar account. In 

this case, the network itself will select the optimal exchange rate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ncrypto.io/
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4.2. Users experience  

 

 
 

The NCRYPTO.IO`s wallet is a free, open-

source, client-side multicurrency interface that 

allows one to interact directly with the 

blockchain, while remaining in full control of 

keys & funds. 

 

Available as a web app and also has native 

Android and iOS apps. Smart and secure way 

to send and receive payments. Anti-fraud 

measures, support for operations with multiple 

transactions, build-in Exchange. 

 
 

Anyone can “user friendly” generate tokens/assets, deposit and exchange them. The 

decentralization of transaction processing and storage leads to robustness and integrity. 

A special feature of the platform is the availability of a separate module for the initial offering of 

tokens on the exchange for a more visual and simple "crowdsale". The business logic of the token, 

or the rules of the "crowdsale", is formed by simply selecting the limiting conditions. 

 

 

http://www.ncrypto.io/
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Interaction with a crowdinvestor is 

made through a token prospectus - a 

detailed description of crowdsale 

logic and instrument of contribution 

that are available through subdomain 

name or QR code.  
 

The additional block - the token 

prospectus-makes it easy to integrate 

the created token, and the rules of 

carrying out a "crowdsale" with the 

project's web page, and serves as a 

gateway for investors to carry out 

payments by both crypto and fiat 

currencies. 
 

  
 

http://www.ncrypto.io/
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All initially created tokens that are in 

the crowdfunding stage are listed in 

the crowdfunding market place from 

where a contribution might be made in 

NCR, BTC, ETH or USD after KYC. 
 

 

5. NCRYPTO Token 

 
5.1 NCRYPTO Token  
 

NCRYPTO Token is a utility token for working in the system. NCRYPTO tokens are a built-in 

network resource and work similarly to bitcoin. That is, it is a fully-fledged crypto currency, which 

allows you to operate digital assets without restrictions. The sale of NCRYPTO.IO tokens is 

conducted to finance the pre-final part of the NCRYPTO.IO project development: marketing and 

promotion of the platform. 
 

NCRYPTO Token is a product, NOT a security or investment offering. NCRYPTO Token is 

simply a token useful for paying transaction fees or purchasing application services on the 

NCRYPTO.IO platform; it does not give you voting rights over anything, and we make no 

guarantees of its future value. 
 

5.2 NCRYPTO Token issuance  
 

The total amount of NCRYPTO Tokens to be issued is limited to 100 million. No more NCRYPTO 

Tokens will be issued in the future. 3,5% of the tokens have been distributed during the privet 

presale. 48,5% of the tokens will be available for procurement in NCRYPTO crowdfunding 

approximately in September-November, 2018. All unsold and undistributed tokens will be burnt.  

 

• 20% of all tokens issued for the project team 

• 20% of all tokens issued for the development fund  

• 5% of all sold and distributed for the bounty. 

• 3% of all sold and distributed for the advisors. 

• All unsold and undistributed tokens will be burned. 

 

 

 

http://www.ncrypto.io/
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5.3 NCRYPTO Token price 

 

NCRYPTO nominal price during the platform crowdfunding will be defined two weeks in advance 

to the start. 

 

Approximately in October - November, NCRYPTO tokens will be free traded in NCRYPTO 

integrated exchange as well as outside crypto exchanges. As previously stated, we make no 

guarantees as to its future value. However, there are some reasons why the token shall go up in 

value: 

- All transaction fees within the network, even being quite modest compared to other 

networks, are nominated in NCRYPTO, i.e. to transfer funds or to create a token or 

crowdfunding logic, someone needs some balance of NCRYPTO; 

-  NCRYPTO.IO is being created as a mass-market product that will simplify the 

engagement of massive numbers of users into capabilities that the Cryptoeconomy 

gives. We strongly believe that in the nearest 1,5-2 years NCRYPTO.IO will have 

millions of users and many thousands of crowdfundings created. That is why more 

than a half of the funds will be directed for the popularization and marketing of the 

platform; 

- The total number of NCRYPTO.IO tokens available for sales is capped at 52 

million and those that are not sold and distributed will be burned. No more will be 

minted in the future.  

 

6. NCRYPTO.IO road-map 

 

 

  

 
 
 

 

http://www.ncrypto.io/
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7. NCRYPTO crowdfunding details  

To be defined later. 

8. Project team  

Dmitriy Pavlov  

CEO, co-founder  
Sergey Nemesh, 

CTO, co-founder  

  
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dmitriy-pavlov-

732452119 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/snemesh/ 
 

A permanent member of the New 

York Academy of Sciences and IEEE. 

Developed and co-founded BiNeuro project: 

an artificial intelligence system built on 

Data Science Technology (machine learning 

(neural networks), Big Data, Singular 

Spectrum Analysis (SSA), fuzzy logic and 

genetic algorithms). 

 

 

Experience in developing blockchain 

platforms. Developed architecture solution 

for Dmarket.io and other projects. 

Experienced in the development of HighLoad 

systems based on microservice architecture 

with an asynchronous principle of interaction 

between system services. Application of AI 

and BigData for business data analysis. 

Development of architectural solutions for 

IoT projects using low-level programming. 

 
Oleksii Chepelyk 

Business development, co-founder  
Oleksii Zinchenko 

SMB segment development, co-founder 

  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexey-chepelyk-

9537234/ 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/алексей-зинченко-

4a3a9263/  

http://www.ncrypto.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dmitriy-pavlov-732452119
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dmitriy-pavlov-732452119
https://www.linkedin.com/in/snemesh/
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15 years of business development experience in 

the internationals. Founder of Business 

Technology Investment and tokens Design. 

MBA at Lancaster University Management 

school. 

 

Serial entrepreneur. 16 years of business 

experience in the development of diversified 

companies. 

Andrii Bulavinov 

Blockchain developer, co-founder  
Dmitry Bezkorovainyi 

Blockchain/IOS developer   

  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andriibulavino

v 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dbezkorovainy 

Over 15 years of software 

development.  Blockchain development 

using different platforms as storage 

infrastructure and smart contracts 

transaction protocol. Android development. 

Extensive experience 

with  C++/wxWidgets, PHP, Python and 

shell scripting.  

Over 15 years of software development.  iOS 

Lead Developer. Experience in blockchain 

development. 

 

Svetlana Turobova 

Legal  
 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/svetlana-turobova/  
Corporate lawyer practicing in the field of 

international financial and contract law, securities 

law. Specialized in ICO legal advising, fintech, 

blockchain, cryptocurrencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ncrypto.io/
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Oksana Tjupa  

Fundraising adviser 

 

Aleksey Tolkachov 

Social projects advisor  

  
https://www.facebook.com/oksana.tjupa https://www.facebook.com/oleksiy.tolkacho

v 
Fundrasing Officer at Rotary International and Project 

Coordinator at Startup.Network. MBA at Business 

School MIM-Kyiv. 

 

Futurologist, social engineer, well known 

social activist, head of the charitable 

foundation, initiated the "Revolution of the 

Mindset" and designs a social system of 

mass crowdfunding "DvizhOK" based on 

NCrypto.io 

 

 

9. Legal framework  
 

9.1 NCRYPTO.IO platform legal framework  

NCRYPTO Networks OU (Registration code 14461466, Harju maakond, Tallin, Kesklinna 

linnaosa, Tuukri tn 19-tuba 315, 10152) is in the process of licensing by FIU to provide services 

in the field of exchanging a virtual currency against a fiat currency and holding virtual currencies 

of its customers in full compliance with all regulatory legal framework of Estonia. 

The abovementioned services are regulated by the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing 

Prevention Act (an unofficial translation in English is available at: 

https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/517112017003/consolide). 

According to the definition virtual currency means a value represented in a digital form, which is 

digitally transferable, preservable or tradable and which natural persons or legal persons accept as 

a payment instrument, but that is not the legal tender of any country or funds for the purposes of 

Article 4(25) of Directive (EU) 2015/2366 of the European Parliament and of the Council on 

payment services in the internal market, amending Directives 2002/65/EC, 2009/110/EC and 

2013/36/EU and Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010, and repealing Directive 2007/64/EC (OJ L 337, 

23.12.2015, pp. 35–127) or a payment transaction for the purposes of points (k) and (l) of Article 

3 of the same Directive. 

Pursuant to clause 70(1)4) of the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Prevention Act, an 

undertaking is required to have authorization for operating in providing services of exchanging a 

virtual currency against a fiat currency.  The provision of «providing services of exchanging a 

http://www.ncrypto.io/
https://www.facebook.com/rotary/?timeline_context_item_type=intro_card_work&timeline_context_item_source=1300399566
https://www.facebook.com/StartupN/?timeline_context_item_type=intro_card_work&timeline_context_item_source=1300399566
https://www.facebook.com/mimkyiv/?timeline_context_item_type=intro_card_education&timeline_context_item_source=1300399566
https://www.facebook.com/mimkyiv/?timeline_context_item_type=intro_card_education&timeline_context_item_source=1300399566
https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/517112017003/consolide
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virtual currency against a fiat currency" in MLTFPA involves transactions in both ways - the 

exchange of virtual currency against fiat money (cash as well as bank transfers) and in the reversed 

way by offering a service where fiat money is exchanged against virtual currency.   

Pursuant to clause 70(1)5) of the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Prevention Act an 

undertaking is required to have authorization for operating in providing a virtual currency wallet 

service. Virtual currency wallet service means a service in the framework of which keys are 

generated for customers or customers’ encrypted keys are kept, which can be used for the purpose 

of keeping, storing and transferring virtual currencies. 

According to the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Prevention Act (MLTFPA) § 70 

Estonian FIU issues authorizations and NCRYPTO Networks OU is in the process of licensing for 

providing services of exchanging a virtual currency against a fiat currency and for providing a 

virtual currency wallet service.  

9.2 Crypto assets issue and crowdfunding on NCRYPTO.IO platform  

NCRYPTO.IO platform and its legal body NCRYPTO Networks OU operates in a 100% 

legitimate framework, letting its users issue crypto assets and crowdfund their projects in the same 

way. NCRYPTO.IO platform insures that all operations of fiat transfer are done through KYC 

procedures (know your client) according to the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing 

Prevention Act (MLTFPA) § 70 Estonian FIU. 

In the same way, those projects that are in full compliance with all regulatory legal framework of 

Estonia are marked as “Legally Complied” (crypto assets and the token crowdfunding prospectus) 

thus letting their contributors know about these projects` legal status.  

 

10. Risk disclaimer  

10.1 No Warranty for Obtaining Income or Profit 

We intend to reach all the points described in this document, but all parties involved in buying the 

tokens do so at their own risk. In the case of unforeseen circumstances, the aims described in this 

document may be changed without the prior consent of the holders. All calculations used in this 

document are foreseeable and can be adjusted at any time taking into account the market situation. 

They are not a guarantee of achieving marketing results. The possession of tokens does not give 

the holder the right to own the property of the company.  

10.2 Ambiguous Legislation  

Only individuals who are aware of the risks are allowed to participate in the project. In addition, 

certain categories of individuals are excluded from the scope of the project, including consumers 

(as defined in European Directive № 2011/83 / UE), "US individuals" (as defined in "Regulation 

S" of the US Securities Act of 1933), residents of Singapore, Korea and several other countries 

where legislative limitations have already been imposed. Technologies related to blockchain and 

digital tokens are subject to supervision and control by various regulatory bodies around the world. 

It is not excluded that NCRYPTO tokens can get under requests, actions or restrictions on their 

part, which may limit the functionality or redemption of tokens in the future.  

10.3 Risk of Fund Loss  

http://www.ncrypto.io/
https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/517112017003/consolide
https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/517112017003/consolide
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Funds collected in the crowdfunding process are not insured. In the case of loss or devaluation, 

there is no private or public insurance representative, to which the buyer can apply. 

10.4 Emerging Technology Use Risk  

Crypto-tokens are a fairly new and relatively untested technology. In addition to the risks 

mentioned in this document, additional ones may appear that the project team can not foresee. 

These risks can materialize in other forms than those specified here.  

10.5 Failure Risk  

You agree that Ncrypto Networks OU shall not be liable for your use or failure to use the tokens. 

From the moment of release, NCRYPTO tokens will be sent to you without any guarantees 

(including guarantees of commercial value). 

10.6 Fraud Risk  

NCRYPTO tokens are not offered or distributed, nor can they be resold or otherwise alienated by 

their owners to citizens, individuals and entities resident or registered in the United States of 

America (including all states and the District of Columbia), Puerto Rico, the United States Virgin 

Islands States, any other possessions of the United States of America, as well as in countries or 

territories where operations with crypto-currencies are prohibited or in any way restricted. If such 

a person acquires NCRYPTO tokens, his actions will be regarded as illegal, unauthorized and 

fraudulent, which will have negative consequences. 

  

http://www.ncrypto.io/

